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INDUSTRY’S VIEW OF
‘LESSONS LEARNED’
from Pinedale Anticline EIS
Adaptive Management
Presented by Robin Smith
Mountaintop Consulting
May 13, 2004

AM MUST BE REGIONAL IN
SCOPE
•Because ecological processes and
species can only be managed in large
ecosystems
•Goals and Objectives must be set
•Goals and Objectives must be
regional in scope

“Goals and Objectives”
from PAEIS ROD @ page C-2
“The goals and objectives of the AEM process are to
develop resource monitoring plans for the specified
resources, to among other things:
•Determine the effects of PAPA development on these
resources;
•Determine the effectiveness of the mitigation
measures contained in the Record of Decision (ROD);
•Modify the mitigation as deemed appropriate to
achieve the stated goal/objective;…”

AM MUST RECONCILE
CONSERVATION BIOLOGY
WITH SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
BLM’s goals must be broad in scope
and incorporate economic and social
objectives

Consider all users of public lands
Incorporate economic and social
objectives into goals

Grazing Example

AM goals and objectives shouldn’t
focus on improvement of sage grouse
habitat to the exclusion of AUM’s

AM MUST PROMOTE
EXPERIMENTATION AND
LEARNING TO A HIGH
PRIORITY
Objectives and goals should include
the ability to test the basis for existing
mitigation in controlled experiments

Mesa Winter Drilling Study
an example of promoting
experimentation and learning

Mule Deer grazing on a winter
drilling pad on Pinedale Anticline

The BLM imposes winter-drilling
restrictions to protect mule deer that use
the Mesa for their winter range. To
determine the impact of winter drilling,
Questar is funding an independent 5
year study using collars equipped with
GPS transmitters to track deer
movements. As part of the study, the
BLM agreed to grant Questar a one
year-exemption to drill at one pad
during the winter of 2002/2003.

After the first year of the study, the jury
was still out. Data from transmitters
suggested that deer weren’t moving away
from the winter drilling activities. The
BLM stated that there was “no
conclusive data to indicate quantifiable,
adverse effects to deer” from the drilling.
BLM granted another one-year
exemption for drilling during the winter
of 2003/2004.

BLM MUST SHARE IN THE
COST OF COLLECTING AND
ANALYZING DATA
PAWG AND Task Groups Charter:
“Approximately 3 months of Federal
employee support and $5,000 will be
expended annually.”

BLM MUST SHARE IN THE
COST OF COLLECTING AND
ANALYZING DATA, continued

For Pinedale Anticline AM wildlife
and water quality monitoring alone,
industry has spent over $500,000.

•Industry IS not opposed to
AM
•Important that it be
applied constructively and
designed to succeed in
meeting goals and
objectives, including social
and economic.

SOLUTIONS
•Set biological goals to maintain
optimal management capacity for
regional ecosystem
•Include economic and social
objectives in AM goals, as well as
biological
•Be willing to test management
decisions by experimentation
•Address personnel and budget issues

